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The web needs to meet the needs of older adults. Do 
older adults encounter barriers when searching health 
resources online?  
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Why does web usability matter for older adults seeking
health information?
- Older adults will comprise 20 percent of the population 

by 2030, twice the percent in 2000 
- 80 percent of adult Web users have searched online for 

health information 
- 44.5 percent of adults between 65 and 69 have a 

disability; 73.6 percent of adults over 80 have a disability
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What are older adults looking for at health sites?
- Older adults are searching the web to learn about 

symptoms, diagnoses, prescriptions, surgery and 
recovery
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Source: National Institute on Aging/National Library of Medicine

http://nihseniorhealth.gov/
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Sans Serif Typeface
- In print, serifs are thought to enhance readability and legibility because they 

help readers discriminate the ends of letters and make the form of each 
letter more complex. On the web, serifs appear to decrease readability.

AtAt
The serif font has extra marks 
to the right and left of the 
bottom of the letter A.

Serif (Times New Roman) Sans-serif (Arial)
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Vision
- Reduced ability to focus
- Decreased light sensitivity
- Reduced depth perception

Associated NIA/NLM Recommendation
- Large font sizes (study focus)
- Sans-serif fonts 
- High contrast foreground and background
- No patterned background
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Cognition
- Less working memory
- Reduced ability to discern details

Associated NIA/NLM Recommendation
- Site Map (study focus)
- Help and Contact information (study focus)
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Motor Skills
- Decreased coordination

- difficult to move and click a mouse or scroll down a page

- Reduction in fine-motor skills

Associated NIA/NLM Recommendation
- Single mouse clicks to access information (study focus)
- Large buttons
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Literacy
- 66 percent of adults age 65 and older have low-literacy 

skills
- Literacy declines with age

Associated NIA/NLM Recommendation
- Clear writing, active voice, simple language
- Lower reading level (study focus)
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Test Group
- 125 Web sites, which included 25 newspapers, 25 commercial 

sites, 25 non-profit sites, 50 state governments sites
- Commercial and non-profit sites were selected from online 

searches for health conditions

Evaluator
- A qualified rater competed the study for each of the 125 web 

sites
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Research Categories
- Design, performance, translation, reading complexity
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Gov’t sites have the 
most pull-down menus

Is this an issue with 
browser resizing? See 
table III. 

Is this really a 
usability issue? 
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Approximately 40 
percent of sites did 
not enable text 
resizing
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Article: “53.26 of users connect to the 
Internet via 56.6 kpbs modems” (2003  
Nielsen/Net Ratings)

Current data: In August 2005, 
broadband penetration in US homes 
rose 1.4 percentage points to 61.32%, 
up from 59.92% in July. Broadband 
penetration is predicted to hit 70 
percent in January 2006. 

Source: December 2005 Bandwidth 
Report
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- 4 percent of both profit and newspaper sites had Spanish version, 
one third of non-profit sites, and 10 percent of State sites

Buttons are in English 
on Spanish translated 
sites

- What is the sample size of the translated sites? Is this large 
enough? Is translation relevant to the specific population of older 
adults seeking health information?
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• Used Automated Readability Index (ARI) and the Kincaid Index to text 
readability. Kincaid method means counting the number of syllables, while 
the ARI method does not. The ARI method counts characters while Kincaid 
method does not.

• Sample size was 99 Web sites, newspaper sites were not included.

Non-profits had the lowest and highest 
reading levels at 7th grade and college level
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• Most sites were in the 9th to 12th grade readability range. 

• This is above the recommended reading level for health sites providing 
information to the public. Recommended Reading level is 6th to 8th grade.* 
Author states that recommended reading level is 6th grade. 

*Source: Freda, M. C. (2004). Issues in patient education. 
Journal of Midwifery and Women’s Health, 49 (3), 203–209 
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Design

- No category of site met the NIA/NLM design guidelines

- State government web sites were the most compliant out of all 
tested

- Online newspapers were the most design friendly websites

Performance

- Lengthy download times could be an impediment to accessing 
health resources

- Newspaper sites have the longest download times
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Translation

- Not enough sites offer translation 

- Only 12 percent of the sites studied offered translation (15 
sites?)

- In translated sites, English appeared in buttons, and other 
navigation elements

Reading Complexity

- There were literacy barriers in all of the sites studied

- 30 percent of sites required higher than a high-school education 
to comprehend health information
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Conclusion

- Improvements in web design are necessary to accommodate 
vision, cognition, and motor skills of older adults

Future Research

- The NIA/NLM guidelines lack specific detail and need to be 
expanded

- Addition research is needed on the structure of help offered on 
websites, the tradeoff between minimizing scrolling and clutter 
on a webpage, the needs of “ethnic elderly,” and reading 
complexity
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- Did the selection of the sites used for the study cloud the end 
results? 

- What issues are central to the usability of health web sites for
older adults? Are the issues of download speed and language 
relevant to the study of older adults? 

- Is having health information at a 6th grade reading level a 
desired goal?


